SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DEMONS (STD)

STD, popularly and generally known as sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancy
used to be the reason for the fear which prevents some young people like you and I from
indulging into premarital sexual acts. That was then actually, because the evil genius (the devil)
has being able to create means to tell this folks that they can actually “enjoy themselves” in
quote , without the fear of sexually transmitted diseases or unwanted pregnancy. This he did by
providing condom (rubber) and pills to protect them from STD and unwanted pregnancy, this
and other means of prevention methods has killed the fear and given automatic license to “have
fun”.
But if you ask me, I will say that there is something else anyone who is nursing the idea of
indulging or is already involving him or herself into premarital sexual acts should be worried of.
And that is sexually transmitted demons. God created man and woman and told them to go and
multiply through reproduction, which as a matter of fact cannot be achieved without sexual
intercourse between the two, in as much as this is true, the boundary for sex is marriage, that is to
say, that if you engage into sex outside marriage you are only gathering demons for yourself.
Sexual act is a thing of covenant, which many fail to come to the knowledge of. Sexual
intercourse is breaking of covenant; this is why man is the only animal that have sex face to face
i.e. facing each other.
Another fact about sexual intercourse is that when you have sex with someone, you and that
person become one because life(blood) is involved, and to make the matter worse, you also
become one with as many persons as the very person you have sex with has previously had
intercourse with. Now let me explain; if Felix should have intercourse withTessie, Felix and
Tessie become one, and if Tessiehas previously had sex with fifteen guys and Felix with fifteen
girls, that is thirty persons, plus Tessie and Felix making thirty two, all become one. Whatever
courses or misfortune attributing to any of these persons, automatically you become a
shareholder. Married men and women cheat outside their marriage today because they are
searching for something from the past, this something is usually a sex partner in the past whom
they ended up not getting married to but feel that they is something special about having sex with
that person and for some reasons, they won’t know where or how to locate him or her so they
keep cheating on their spouse in search of that special sex partner whom they will never find.
Now this is the sexually transmitted demons, I am talking about here. Those special sex
partner(s) or special something about having sex with them, him or her is nothing but a big fat lie
from the devil, they are just those sexually transmitted demons which has followed you from
your past to hunt life out of your being.

Now my question is; if you can use drugs and condom to prevent sexually transmitted
diseases and unwanted pregnancy, what about sexually transmitted demons? Abstinence
from premarital sexual acts I will say is the answer, yeah!! It may be hard to, but surely not
impossible to. And of course the Bible says that if anyone is in Christ he is a new creation, old
things has passed away, behold he is new. So no matter how many sexually transmitted demons
that you may have involved yourself with, they will only keep hunting you if you are yet to
identify with Christ.
God created sex for you to enjoy it, if you really want to enjoy your honey moon, then don’t lick
up your honey now. God help you & me.
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